
 

ACCESSORIES 

Fixed Struts 

Trenchmate fixed struts are incredibly low maintenance, reduced weight but incredibly 

strong. Fixed at industry requested widths these struts are strong and stable.  

Internal Width   Weight of 4 

 

  610mm             100kg 

  710mm             120kg 

Adjustable Struts 

Adjustable struts are simple to use and adjust. Adjustable in 100mm increments they 

can span to fit most projects. Very reliable, very low maintenance and easy to use.  

Internal Width   Weight of 4 

 

880-1180mm       240kg 

1280-1980mm      328kg 

2070-2770mm      360kg 

2570-3270mm      420kg 

 

Heavy Duty Round Strut 

Internal Width 

 

1970-5970mm  
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Off Set Struts 

Offset struts are designed to give greater clearance below the bottom strut. Per-

fect for clearing larger pipes or services. These are used in conjunction with other 

struts (at the top) to provide a range of higher clearance options. Shield internal 

width with struts. 

Internal Width   Weight of 2 

 

     1980mm            258kg 

    2270mm             296kg 

    2570mm             334kg 

    3270mm             420kg 

High Clearance 

High Clearance struts are so called because they provide up to 2.5m clearance 

below the bottom strut. Perfect for really large projects where you need a lot of 

clear space without the interference of struts. Used predominantly for large di-

ameter pipes or a large protected working space at depth. These struts are spe-

cifically designed for the Supa Shield but also fit both Alloy and Steel Trench 

Shields for a large variety of lengths.  
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TRENCH SHIELD BOX 

Trenchmate have developed a clever system that enables our shields to be utilised in a box 

formation using the panels of our Trench Shields. This versatility allows larger scale boxes to 

be built using a combination of shields. Available in 3.6, 3.8, 5.1 and 6.8m square boxes to a 

maximum depth of 4.8m! Many of these shields can also be used in combination for a vari-

ety of dimensions and projects. Ideal for providing a safe working space for installing ser-

vices, formwork, lift wells, foundations, large manholes or much more. 

Beater beams are used to protect the tops of the trench shields when an excavator buck-

et is being used to push down on the trench shield. Beater beams are made out of steel 

box section and are designed to take the majority of the impact from the excavator 

bucket. 

 

 

Beater beam sizes are available for: 

3.6 Steel Shield 

3.8 Alloy Shield 

5.1 Alloy Shield 

6.8 Alloy Shield 
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Trench Shield Extensions 

Shield extensions allow you to safely work at greater depths by attaching to the top of a 

shield. Shield extensions provide the same strength safety, strut attachment to allow the 

same width and are the same length and panel thickness to provide a level consistent 

protective surface.  

Trench Shield safety Barriers 
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Dimensions: 3800mm x 2400mm 

Clearance from shield::____ 3080mm 

Shield suitability: Both Alloy and Steel Shields of all sizes (except 4.6m) 

Weight minus struts: 1600kg 



Trench Shield Props 

Shield props attach to Trenchmate Shields and allow them to be held up off the trench 

floor. A skid foot allows the shield to be moved easily, and adjustable legs allow for varia-

ble heights.  

 

Dimensions: 3800mm x 2400mm 

Clearance from ground: 3080mm - 76578mm 

Clearance from shield: 564mm 

Shield suitability: Both Alloy and Steel Shields of all sizes (except 4.6m) 

Weight minus struts: 1600kg 
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Road Plates  

Trenchmate Road Plates are developed for use on roads that have had a trench cut 

into it, or to cover a manhole prior to fitting of cover. Another situation is when you 

have cut through road seal to dig a trench, and have refilled the trench but not yet 

resealed, use road plate for the safety of people and vehicles as well as to protect 

your existing sealed surface so that it does not break away. 

Trenchmate Road plates come with the ability to use 6.5 ton shackles to help move 

and adjust them, plus several convenient locating holes. 

One major benefit of Trenchmate Road plates is the ability to hang them from the 

struts of our shields using custom Road plate Mounting Brackets. 

Dimensions                        Weight 

    2.5m x 1.5m x 25mm                  710kg 

    3.0m x 1.6m x 25mm                  950kg 
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Versa Guard Rail 
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Versa Safety fences add to Trenchmates safety first approach. 

Hard fences that insert vertically into the top of the Versa Posts providing fall protection 

to the Versa Range. 

Versa Props 

Versa props attach to the Versa Posts and allow them to be held 

up off the hole floor. A foot allow the shield to be placed easily 

and adjustable legs allow variable height.  



Lifting Chains 

Trenchmate hire 4 legged, 6 ton and 14 ton lift-

ing chains. Whether you need longer chains, 4 

legs, extra strength, sharing chains or have hired 

a temporary excavator with no chains, then call 

us to help get you productive again.  

Shackles 
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Trenchmate has available for hire and sale 

6.5 ton and 9.5 ton shackles. 

Trenchmate mainly use high quality "Green 

Pin" shackles for greater strength and reliabil-

ity. 

Shackle help make our Trench Shields and 

Versa Range easier to move and place. 

The Versa Range utilise 6.5 ton shackles. 

The Trench Shields use 9.5 ton shackles 

(except for the 4.6m Trench Shields which 

use 6.5 ton shackles) 


